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Abstract— Methods for organizing web data into groups in order
to analyze web-based hypertext data and facilitate data availability
are very important in terms of the number of documents available
online. Thereby, the task of clustering web-based document structures
has many applications, e.g., improving information retrieval on the
web, better understanding of user navigation behavior, improving web
users requests servicing, and increasing web information accessibility.
In this paper we investigate a new approach for clustering web-based
hypertexts on the basis of their graph structures. The hypertexts will
be represented as so called generalized trees which are more general
than usual directed rooted trees, e.g., DOM-Trees. As a important
preprocessing step we measure the structural similarity between the
generalized trees on the basis of a similarity measure d. Then,
we apply agglomerative clustering to the obtained similarity matrix
in order to create clusters of hypertext graph patterns representing
navigation structures. In the present paper we will run our approach
on a data set of hypertext structures and obtain good results in
Web Structure Mining. Furthermore we outline the application of
our approach in Web Usage Mining as future work.
Keywords— Clustering methods, graph-based patterns, graph similarity, hypertext structures, web structure mining

I. I NTRODUCTION
Clustering is known as the task of organizing objects into
certain groups (clusters) on the basis of perceived similarities
in such a way that similar objects are in the same group and
dissimilar web objects are in different groups. Often clustering
methods [2], [9], [11] are used in order to classify complex
objects in terms of exploratory data analyis or in many areas
of sciences. Normally, at the beginning of the clustering
process the number of the resulting clusters and the cluster
distribution is unknown. Clustering methods are unsupervised,
because the goal is to ﬁnd an optimal cluster solution [2]
without a teacher. For example Fig. (1) shows several cluster
solutions. The two well kown major groups of clustering
methods are partitioning [11] and hierarchical clustering [11],
e.g, agglomerative clustering [11]. In this paper we will use
agglomerative clustering for creating clusters of graph-based
document structures. More formally, we can describe this task
as follows: Let D := {d1 , d2 , . . . , dn }, IN  n > 1 be the
set of documents in a certain representation, e.g., graph-based
patterns. A cluster solution Cﬁn , |Cﬁn | = k is now a disjoint
decomposition of D, that is Cf in := {Ci ⊆ D| 1 ≤ i ≤ k}.
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Fig. 1. A: Disjoint cluster solution but not partitioned. Futhermore A contains
not groupable objects. B: Overpaping cluster solution. C: partitioned cluster
solution.

Thereby the clusters Ci are construct in such a way that the
elements d ∈ Ci have a high similarity value to each other
on the basis of a similarity measure s : D × D −→ [0, 1]. In
contrast to this the elements d, d˜ with d ∈ Ci ∧ d˜ ∈ Cj , i = j
should have a low similarity to each other.
In this paper we describe an unsupervised learning approach
in order to create clusters of web-based document structures
on the basis of a graph-based representation model. This task
that has many applications, e.g., Web Mining is challenging
because we have to construct a meaningful similarity measure
for measuring the similarity of graph-based patterns. We
represent the graph patterns as generalized trees which have
been introduced in [7]. As an example Fig. (2) shows a
generalized tree together with his edge structure.
Since, we will compare graphs structurally we are looking
for a similarity measure which is meaningful enough in
order to apply clustering algorithms to the obtained similarity matrices. In [8] we introduced the concept of graph
theoretic indices [3], [16] for measuring structural properties
of hypertexts. The characteristic property of an index is that
the described structural property, e.g., structural similarity of
hypertext graph patterns, is mapped on a normalised measured
value. Especially, for the comparison of hypertext graphs there
are simple indices like Multiplicity deﬁned in [16]. Multiplicity
is deﬁned as the ratio of the edge cut set of two graphs to the
number of all possible edges. Because of this deﬁnition it is
obivous that Multiplicity is not suitable for a comparison of
the overall structure of a graph. In contrast to those simple
indices we propose in Section (II) a parametric model for
measuring the structural similarity of web-based document
structures representing generalized trees.
For creating clusters of web-based document structures
representing generalized trees we ﬁrst measure the structural
similarity of our generalized trees described in Section (II).
Second, we apply agglomerative clustering to the obtained
similarity matrices. Our new approach for creating clusters
of web-based document structures consists of two steps:
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Fig. 3. Aligning level induced out-degree and in-degree sequences with
respect to a cost function

Fig. 2. A generalized tree together with his edge structure. A generalized
tree is a hierarchical and directed graph. The term hierarchical means that for
each genrealized tree there is an underlying directed rooted tree.

k

1) Application of a new method [8] for measuring the
similarity of generalized trees.
2) Application of a agglomerative clustering in order to
generate clusters of graph-based documents.
These approach is generic in the sense that our approach for
analyzing hypertext structures structurally can be applied in
many ﬁelds of science which deal with graph-based instances.
In Section (III) we will apply our two-step approach in Web
Structure Mining [4]. In Section (IV) we will outline the
application in Web Usage Mining [4] which is a subarea of
Web Mining [4].
This paper is organized as follows: In the next section (Section (II)) we present our algorithm for measuring the structural
similarity of web-based documents representing generalized
trees. Section (III) presents the experimental results. In more
detail, we apply in Section (III) our new approach to a new
data set of hypertext structures created by M EHLER et al.
[12]. We ﬁnd clusters of graph-based instances which may be
interpreted by psychological features of hypertexts. We ﬁnish
our paper in Section (IV) with the conclusions.
II. M EASURING THE S IMILARITY OF WEB - BASED
D OCUMENT S TRUCTURES
In this section we present the construction of our new method
for measuring the structural similarity [8] of unlabeled generalized trees which were ﬁrst introduced in [12]. The class of
generalized trees generalizes usual directed rooted trees in the
sense that edges are allowed that jump over more than one
graph level. The main idea [8] of our similarity measure is
based on the derivation of property strings for each generalized
tree and then to align the property strings representing our
generalized trees by a dynamic programming technique [1].
We call these strings property strings because their components
represent structural properties of the generalized trees. From
the resulting alignment we obtain a value of the scoring
function which is minimized during the alignment process.
The similarity of two generalized trees will be expressed by
a cumulation of local similarity functions which weighs two
classes of alignments: out-degree and in-degree alignments
on a generalized tree level. Since we are examining hierarchical graphs, we consider the out-degree and in-degree
sequences (on a level i), induced by the vertex sequences
vi,1 , vi,2 , . . . , vi,σi and their edge relations (see Fig. (3)). Now,
the more similar with respect to a cost function α the outdegree and in-degree sequences on the levels i, 0 ≤ i ≤ h are,
the more similar is the common structure of the generalized
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with respect to a cost function α. Thereby we distinguish different types of alignments: vertex-vertex, gap-vertex, vertexgap. In order to determine the optimal alignment between two
given generalized trees, we deﬁne the sequences
S1
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where Sk [i] denotes the i-th position of the sequence Sk and
1
2
it holds S1 [n] = vhĤ1 ,σh , S2 [m] = vhĤ2 ,σh , IN  n, m ≥
1

2

1, Sk [1] = wkĤk , k ∈ {1, 2}. The algorithm with the complexity O(|V̂1 | · |V̂2 |) for ﬁnding the optimal alignment of the
sequences generates a matrix (M(i, j))ij , 0 ≤ i ≤ n, 0 ≤ j ≤
m. Now, we deﬁne the optimal alignment on the basis of the
following algorithm:
M(0, 0) :=
M(i, 0) :=

0,
M(i − 1, 0) + α(S1 [i], −) : 1 ≤ i ≤ n,

M(0, j) :=

M(0, j − 1) + α(−, S2 [j]) : 1 ≤ j ≤ m,

and
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⎧
⎪
⎨M(i − 1, j) + α(S1 [i], −)
M(i, j) := min M(i, j − 1) + α(−, S2 [j])
⎪
⎩
M(i − 1, j − 1) + α(S1 [i], S2 [j]),
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Solution of the clustering process of Tsmall as dendogram. The 22 graphs are denoted with object numbers.

for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m. In order to construct the
ﬁnal similarity measure we have to construct two-parametric
functions,

III. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS OF C LUSTERING
W EB - BASED D OCUMENT S TRUCTURES

γ out = γ out (i, σ1out , σ2out )

In this section we apply our new two-step approach to webbased document structures represented by generalized trees
by choosing a subset from the data set TC due to M EHLER et
al. [12]. TC contains 500 hypertext structures where the hypertexts represents conference websites from engineering and
computer science. Starting from conference calendar websites,
M EHLER et al. generated the corpus on the basis of a java
application that collects the conference links. Based on this
link set, M EHLER et al. extracted the websites from the web
by HyGraph due to G LEIM [10].
Now, the evaluation presented in this section is based on
four steps:

and
γ in = γ in (i, σ1in , σ2in ),
σkout , σkin ∈ IR, k ∈ {1, 2}, which detect the similarity of an
out-degree and in-degree alignment (on a level i). The details
about the construction of γ out and γ in can be found in [7].
For integrating our similarity measure d in the class of known
similarity measures we express the deﬁnition of a backward
similarity measure. Then we state a theorem which has been
proven by D EHMER [7].
Deﬁnition 2.1: Starting from a set of units U and a mapping
φ : U × U −→ [0,1], we called φ a backward similarity
measure if it satisﬁes the conditions φ(u, v) = φ(v, u) and
φ(u, u) ≥ φ(u, v), ∀ u, v ∈ U .
Theorem 2.1: Let Ĥ1 , Ĥ2 , be generalized trees, 0 ≤ i ≤ ρ,
ρ := max(h1 , h2 ). h1 , h2 denotes the height of Ĥ1 , Ĥ2 .
ρ
γ f in (i, σ1out , σ2out , σ1in , σ2in )
Pρ
∈ [0, 1],
d(Ĥ1 , Ĥ2 ) := i=0
γ f in (i,σout ,σout ,σin ,σin )
i=0

1

ρ+1

2

1

2

1) In order to depict the cluster solution illustratively we
create a sub set Tsmall ⊆ TC which cardinality is smaller
than the cardinality of TC . Starting from the data set TC
we construct Tsmall , |Tsmall | = 22 in such a way that the
similarity values dii appear with the same cardinality
and covers the interval [0, 1] almost completly.
2) On the basis of Tsmall we calulate the similarity matrix
(dij )ij , 1 ≤ i ≤ |Tsmall |, 1 ≤ j ≤ |Tsmall |. We choose the
following parameter set1
1
2
1
2
ζ = 0.5; σout
= 3.0, σout
= 5.0, σin
= 3.0, σin
= 5.0.

(d(Ĥ1 , Ĥ1 ) = 1) is a backward similarity measure, where
γ f in is deﬁned as
γ f in

=
:=

3) We apply agglomerative clustering to the computed

γ f in (i, σ1out , σ2out , σ1in , σ2in )
ζ · γ out + (1 − ζ) · γ in , ζ ∈ [0, 1].
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parameter set has been already sucessfully used in [7].
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Fig. 5. Web-based hypertext graphs from clusters (11,18), (9,16) und (3,7,10). For measuring the structural simialrity of the respective generalized trees it
1
2
1 = 3.0, σ 2 = 5.0.
holds ζ = 0.5; σout
= 3.0, σout
= 5.0, σin
in

similarity matrix (dij )ij and average linkage, thus
 
1
αAL (Ci , Cj ) :=
d(H, H̃).
|Ci ||Cj |

leaf nodes in the resulting dendogram. Therefore we choose
as a ﬁnal abort criterion the calculated abort level stated above
in combination with the highest remaining sum

H̃∈Ci H∈Cj

4) We perform a quantitative cluster evaluation.
In the following we describe the quantitative cluster evaluation. Now, one can ask if there are partitions which can be
considered as possible abort levels. In order to determine those
levels in the resulting dendogram we used the abort criterion
of R IEGER [15]:
1) The cluster distance on the j-th agglomeration step is
denoted by αjAL .
2) One generate the values ηi = |αjAL − αj+1
AL |, i =
1, 2, . . . , m − 2, where for each agglomeration step j
denotes a vertex number (denotes the vertices in the
resulting dendogram) m = |Tsmall | + j.
3) Now, for each new agglomeration step j + 1 one can
compute the respective cluster distances,where j =
m−2
1
2, 3 . . . , m − 1. On the basis of η̄ = m−2
i=1 ηi and
the standart deviation
σ=

m−2


(ηi − η̄)2 ,

i=1

one can deﬁne the lower bound θ = η̄ + σ2 .
4) All levels with ηi ≥ θ are possible abort levels.
Fig. (4) shows the result of the clustering process of T small
together with the possible abort levels. Now, we combine the
criterion of R IEGER with a criterion of cluster homogeneity.
We call a cluster Ci homogeneously if the objects o ∈ Ci
are very similar to each other with respect to our similarity
measure d. In order to measure the cluster homogeneity we
state [2]
 
1
dμν ∈ [0, 1],
h(Ci ) :=
|Ci | · (|Ci | − 1)
μ∈ICi ν∈ICi

where ICi denotes the corresponding index set. Because of the
major feature of an agglomerative clustering method the value
of cluster homogeneity decreases from the root node up to the
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h(Ci ),

i=1

of a partition P = (C1 , C2 , . . . Ck ). According to this we
choose in Fig. (4) the partition P10 : On one hand the criterion
On the other hand P10 is the highest
of R IEGER was satisﬁed.
k
remaining value i=1 h(Ci ) on P10 .
In order to get an impression how detailed the measure
d reﬂects the structural similarity of our generalized trees
within the obtained clusters we now look at Fig. (5). From
our resulting partition P10 we chose exemplary the clusters
with the object numbers (11, 18), (9, 16) and (3, 7, 10). For
interpreting the results of the cluster solution we assume that
a generalized tree reﬂects all possible navigation paths of a
graph-based website of our web-genre under consideration,
that is conference websites. According to the major feature of
agglomerative clustering the cluster from the ﬁrst agglomeration step contains the most similar graphs on the basis of the
similarity measure d: In that case they are identical. The navigation pattern graphs from cluster (9, 16) were generated in the
second agglomeration step. They merely differ by one Acrossedge [7] on the ﬁrst generalized tree level. Otherwise the graph
orders (number of nodes) and the edge sets of both graphs
are indentical. Cluster (3, 7, 10) was generated in a advanced
agglomeration step. First, the cluster (7, 10) was produced. In
a further agglomeration step the graph with object number 3
was added. The graph structure of graphs 3, 7 is up to the
ﬁrst generalized tree level identical. Structural differences of
the graph based navigation patterns appear at the second level.
Compared to graph 3 and graph 7 graph 10 possesses the same
graph structure up to the ﬁrst level, but by one node reduced.
In order to interpret the higher clusters in the dendogram
hierarchy it holds: The higher a cluster in the dendogram
hierarchy is the more structurally unsimilar are the graphs in
this cluster to each other. Altogther, our main result of our
experiments presented in this section is the detection of groups
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This picture shows schematically the application of our new approach on the basis of log ﬁle data in Web Usage Mining.

of hypertext users represented by graph-based clusters. Each
cluster contains navigation patterns representing generalized
trees which can be distinguish by similar navigation behavior.
From those clusters we can derive psychological features
which reﬂect different navigation strategies. Compared to other
methods for analyzing navigation behaviour, e.g., R ICHTER et
al. [14], our approach is based on a graph class - generalized
trees - which is more meaningful than the usual graph models
used in hypertext research. Because of the existing edges types
[12] Up-Links, Down-Links, Across-Links and Kernel-links2
generalized trees have a stronger semantical meaning than
normal directed graph patterns used for describing hypertext
navigation problems. For example R ICHTER et al. analyzed in
[14] hypertext structures representing directed graph patterns
by graph-based indices, e.g. Compactness [3] and Stratum
[3] mentioned in Section (I). Because of the weakness of
those indices [8] R ICHTER et al. can not create clusters of
graph based patterns, because graph-based indices capture
not enough structural information of the underlying graph
patterns. The direct consequence of this is a dramatic loss of
information. We avoid this information (and structure) loss by
using our new graph similarity measure d. These was already
succesfullly used in [8] for measuring the structural similarity
of generalized trees in order to obtain a structural ﬁltering of
web- based documents on the basis of their DOM-Structures [5].
Another advantage of our new clustering approach for webbased documents is that we obtain a high level of abstraction
because we receive clusters of graph-based instances which
can be interpreted and formalized by graph theory.
IV. C ONCLUSIONS

AND

graph-theoretic indices [16] for measuring the structural similarity of hypertext graph patterns we used our graph similarity
measure d introduced in [8]. This similarity measure d is based
on the representation of generalized trees as linear integer
strings we call property strings. We applied our new approach
to a data set of web-based hypertext structures representing
conference websites from mathematics and computer science.
As an important result we found clusters which elements
represent graph-based hypertext navigation patterns. One can
interpret this result as similar navigation strategies of hypertext
users represented by graph patterns. The main difference of
our new method compared to other known approaches for
clustering web-based documents, e.g., C RUZ et al. [6] is
that we compare graphs structurally as a whole and then
we apply clustering algorithms to the obtained similarity
matrix. For example C RUZ et al. [6] represent web-based
document structures as DOM-Structures [5] representing only
usual directed rooted trees. Our graph class - generelized trees
- is more general and therefore we can capture more structural
information of our hypertext structures. A further advantage
of our approach for clustering web-based documents is that
we can apply the new method in several research areas which
deal with graphs like generalized trees. As a future work we
outline the application of our graph-based clustering approach
in Web Usage Mining and E-Learning [13]. Fig. (6) shows
schematically the application in Web Usage Mining:

F UTURE W ORK

In this paper we presented a new approach in order to create
clusters of graph-based hypertext structures. Instead of simple
2 Kernel-Links

[12] form the generalized tree hierarchy.
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1) From web server log ﬁles we will extract at ﬁrst the raw
user data of website navigation.
2) From this raw user data we will generate graph-based
hypertext navigation patterns representing generalized
trees.
3) Then we will compute the similarity matrix (dij )ij on
the basis of our similarity measure d.
4) Finally we apply clustering algorithms, e.g., agglomerative clustering to the obtained a similarity matrix.

© 2005 ENFORMATIKA

Hence, we will receive clusters of website users. The results of
the interpretation of those clusters can be very useful in Web
Usage Mining, e.g., for analyzing and optimizing customer
behaviour. Finally, we hope that our work can enrich the area
of clustering web-based documents - especially in the area of
measuring the similarity of graphs which is still a challenging
problem.
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